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CANNING CLUB DEMONSTRATION
j^ i'r Problem I
VEGETABLE AND FRUIT CANNING
"———JThat causes Food to Spoil? '.
Did you ever leave a good sound apple on a pantry sf|e|f' and ^ ^_
for a long time? For weeks perhaps it was firm, then it ^^^ 4'ly b^me d^ jjjfe and
soft in spots. The dark spot grew larger and finally the ^j^  app^e was^ *own and
soft. If you wrap an equally good apple in paper and put
- you will find that it stays firm for a longer time, but finally decax^ "^ " this
apple is peeled it will spoil more quickly, because the outside skiA^  which protects
the inner part, is removed. Many years ago people found out that\rtving bodies in
the air caused food to spoil. These bodies are so tiny they cannot be seen except
with a microscope. Scientists have studied them and tell us that those which spoil
food belong to three groups: yeasts, molds, and bacteria.
Besides these living bodies, there is another cause for food spoilage.
Substances called enzymes present in all fresh fruits and vegetables cause ripening,
and unless their action is checked, the ripening will go too far and cause decay.
Enzymes are easily destroyed by heat', so this jts a reason for canning fruits and .
: - T»getables as soon as pe-ssible after gathering.
Where are Yeastg, Molds and /Bacteria Found?
They are found EVERYWHERE, in air, rater ard so''I and on food. They are
very light and are easily blown about, alighting on the surface of furniture, on
hands and faces, on utensils, on unprotected and exposed food. If there Is-a leak .
in the jar when you are canning, air, which always contains these living forms, en-
ters. If conditions are'favorable, the bacteria grow and finally cause the product
to spoil, . '-•'.. . .
What Dp These Living Bodies Need In,Order to Grow?
They need, about the same things that all living things need: the right
amount of heat, food and water. Most of them also need air but there are some
bacteria which grow better in a tightly sealed jar where no air. is present.
What.Happens When These Living, Bodies Growon Food?
Have you ever noticed the taste of alcohol in fruit which has been cut
and has stood in a warm place for several days? Yeast plants of the air change
J the sugar in the fruit to alcohol. Canned fruit which has worked or fermented has
I the taste and odor of alcohol. If you have ever watched mother make vinegar, you
know that when the fermentation goes on for some time the alcohol is.changed to an •
acid,, and. you get the sour flavor of vinegar. This change is caused by the'action
of bacteria. There are certain bacteria which also cause fermentation in foods.
The "furry", different colored molds which we see growing on bread and
other foods make the molds seem more familiar to us than the yeasts and bacteria
which we cannot see. One must examine * mold closely to see the tiny black heads
which grow at the end of the threadlike projections. These heads or pods contain
many tiny specks which we call spores or seeds. When the pod is broken open these
little spores- fly about in the air and settle on anything which happens to be in
their path. If one of these spores falls on a place where there is warmth, mois-
ture, air, and proper food it grows into a moid planfi which branches out and
spreads rapidly. If it lacks any one-^of these it does not groy;,' but simply stays in
this resting or spore form. Bacteria-also form spores and they change from the
growing to the spore forms when they lack something they need for growth. These
spores are like seeds; they last a long time, but the growing forms are more easily
destroyed. Only the growing forms spoil food so if we make conditions unfavorable,
these living bodies vail not grow on our food.
Epw Do They Spoil good?
If you have watched a glass of jelly which has mold growing on it, you
have observed that the jelly gets lower in the glass as the mold gets thicker. This
shows that the mold feeds on the jelly. When yeast plants act on food containing
sugar they change it into alcohol and carbon dioxide gas. This gas goes off into
the air in bubbles and if there is further action, the alcohol is changed into an
acid. There are many different forms of bacteria. Some cause fermentation of
sugars, as do .yeasts, others act on protein foods such as peas, beans, milk, cheese
and meat. In general we can say that these living bodies destroy the food and use
it for their own growth.
When we thihl: of bacteria causing many diseases we are likely to consider
them all as our enemies. This is not true; many are useful and necessary, for ex-
ample, the same yeast and bacteria which cause fruit to ferment are used in making
vinegar. The good flavor of butter and cheese is due to the action of bacteria. If
we keep our bodies healthy certain bacteria will destroy any harmful ones which
might cause disease. • _
You know that if an apple core is thrown out into the yard it will decay
or disappear in a short time. The bacteria of the air act on waste material and
finally change it into other forms. If this were not true the earth would soon be
covered with trash. So the bacteria which cause decay may be our friends as well
as our enemies* ' •
How Can ffe Make Conditions Unfavorable for the..Growth of These. Living..Bodie^s?
1. By drying, which takes away the moisture they need. If foods are not
sufficiently dried, both molds and bacteria will develop.
2. By preserving, pield.ing, or salting, because bacteria cannot grow
if the food contains a large amount of sugar, vinegar or salt.
3. By freezing or keeping at nearly freezing temperature. Growth is
checked while the temperature is near freezing, but continues when
the temperature rises. Freezing is zero degrees on the Centigrade (c)
thermometer and 32 degrees above zero on the Fahrenheit. (If). Ihen
you study Physics you will learn more about these,
U, By canning, which is boiling for a certain length of time to kill the
bacteria already on the food, the jar, and the water and a|,r in the
jar, and then sealing to keep other bacteria from entering. Products
canned in a pressure cooker are processed at a temperature higher
" than boiling.
Tfcat Effect Do Heat and Cold Have on Yeast. Mplds and Bacteria?
Freezing does not kill these living bodies but makes them inactive so
they cannot spoil food. Yeasts and molds grow best in a warm place, about 70 de>-
grees to SO degrees F., which is about the temperature of a warm summer day. ITearly
all of these living bodies are killed if the temperature gets up near the boiling
point of water which-is. 100 degrees C and 212 degrees F. Many forms of bacteria
are able, when unfavorable conditions arise, to go over into a spore or seed form
in which they are difficult to kill. The spore forms of bacteria have a thick
6S21w
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covering which protects them against drying, freezing and high temperatures. It re-,
quires long-continued heating to kill the spore forms of bacteria at boiling tempera-
ture especially if the product has juice that is neutral or only slightly acid.
• • < When the juices are acid as in fruits and tomatoes, both the growing and spore forms
of bacteria are killed more quickly at the temperature of boiling water. The Govern-
ment recommends the use of a pressure cooker for non-acid vegetables and meats be-
cause the bacteria are killed more quickly at temperatures above the boiling point
of water. The necessary time of heating varies with some bacteria from & hours at
boiling temperature (212 degrees F) to 30 minutes at 2UO degrees F, the temperature
obtained in a pressure cooker at 10 pounds pressure. If some of the spores live
through the canning process, they may grow into living bacteria which form many more
bacteria and the product will spoil even though the jar is sealed tightly.
What are the Most Important Methods of Canning?
1, Jar-?rocessed, hot-pack method. The product is precooked, placed into
the jar boiling hot, sealed and processed.
2, Jar-processed, cold-pack method. The product is packed into the jar,
the jar is then fi l led with boiling hot liquid, partially sealed,, pro-
cessed and then tightly sealed. This method is similar to the old
"cold-pack" method in which the product vas either placed into the
jars raw or was blanched and cold dipped before placing into the jars
and then processed,
3, Kettle-processed or open kettle method. The product is completely
cooked in a kettle, the sterilized jars are filled with the boiling
hot product and sealed tightly.
What are the Disadvantages of the Kettle-processed Method?
1. The product is exposed to the air after processing. When the product
is poured into the jars, bacteria and molds from the air enter with
the product and are not destroyed unless the temperature of the pro^
duct is sufficient to destroy them. This is the reason that mold is
frequently found on kettle-processed products.
2. Air in the space at the top of the jar is not processed so that molds
and other living bodies in it may develop and cause spoilage.
3. lew prdducts^are successful]^, canned by this method.
U. There are more chances for spoilage so as a rule we do not recommend
the kettle-processed method.
¥hat_are the Advantages of the Jar-Proce3sed_Method?
i 1, It is the surest way to can, because there is little chance for bacter-
ia to enter the jar after processing. Mold is never found on the jar-
processed product s if they are properly processed and sealed,
2, Non-acid vegetables and meats will not keep by the kettle-processed
method because they contain the spore forms of bacteria which are
harder to kill and because they lack acid.
3- It is the safest way to can -vegetables because no preservatives are
used. Preservatives found in canning powders are harmful to health.
U. The product keeps its shape better, is of a more uniform market
standard and the flavor is more natural.
5. It is a simple method and a successful one. Boys and girls can have
just as good results with canning as their mothers, if they
directions carefully,
' ~ 6821a.
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Why is the Hot-pack, Jar-tirocessed Method Recommended?
Because the time required for the material to reach the temperature of
the canner'is decreased when the product is packed hot.
Why is the Term "Processing" Preferable to Sterilizing? •-..
The term "processing" is preferable because it is more accurate than the
term "sterilizing". To process means to heat the product until it will keep or to '
render the living "bodies inactive. To sterilize means to heat the product enough
to kill all living bodies. Tests on some products show that they have been process-
ed long enough to keep but they are not sterile. The physician sterilizes his in-
struments; the canner processes his products,
thy Should We Can Foods?
So that we may have a "year round" supply of "protective foods" or foods
which will keep us healthy. Vegetables and fruits are good sources of the sub-
stances which are necessary for growth and health.
We need to balance our diet with vegetables and fruits in winter as well
as in summer. In Nebraska we have eight non-growing months from October to June.
3?arm families must rely largely on stored and canned garden and orchard products
during this period. See "Vegetable and Pruit Budget", Extension Circular 9SS»
It is more economical to save your own vegetables than to buy the entire
vdnter supply or go without. There will always be a need for thrift.
Vegetables and fruits give a pleasing variety to the diet. We enjoy
using products that we have raised and saved.
• • • - " . - ; - • • . . . - . , : . -
Eqxiipinent .for. the_ Jar~Processed Methods of Canning
What may beu used for a canner?
1. A water bath canner must be deep enough so that the water will cover
the jars. It should have a lid that fits and a false bottom. A wash
boiler, a deep kettle or pail may be used.
2. A steam pressure cooker. The G-overnment strongly, recommends this for
meat and vegetables canning. . ,-•' ./
False ...Bottoms . . . . - •
A suitable false bottom allows, the water to circulate freely underneath
the jars. It should fit the canner so the jars will not tip. The following false
bottoms may be used:
1. Rack of wire mesh at least 3/U inch high.
' 2. A wooden rack floats, but if weighted, is satisfactory, • ••
3. Wire baskets, which .have raised bottoms,
What are the Principal Types of .Jars Used? <"•
1. Screw lid.
2. Glass Lid.
3. Metal lid with composition rubber.
What are Good Lids?
1. Screw Lids—should, have straight dull edges, (if sharp they cut the
rubber) no cracks, should not be corroded, as such spots often contain
tiny holes.
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2. Glass Lids—should have an even edge when_place.d sux a flat ^surface
and no nicks. }
3. Metal Lid with composition rubbers—The rubber should be firmly at-
tached all around the lid, should be of good quality, gummy not
granular and hard, • J
Eow to Tell Good Rubbers
1. Measurements of a rubber,
a. Thickness 1/12 of an inch. One dozen rubbers held tightly measure
one inch.
b. tfidth. of rubber 10/32 inch.
c. Inside diameter of rubber two and one-fourth inches,
2, Tests for rubber.
a. Good rubbers should stand all of the tests given on pages 7 and B,
Wfaat May be Used to Lift, Jars from Boil ing Water?
1. Hot lift tongs or other devices.
2. Wire basket with bail.
Difficulties with Equipment and Eow to Avoid Them
1. Loss of liquid from jars during processing.
a.. Causes - precooking omitted or improperly done, lide adjusted too
loosely.
b. Causes in water-bath.
Water does not cover tops of jars,
palse bottom does not permit water to circular underneath.
Water boils too rapidly
c., Causes in pressure cooker.
Allowing steam to escape rapidly.
2. When rubber breaks or pushes out during processing,
a. Causes—jar sealed ishen product was not boiling temperature,
water boiled too rapidly, poor quality rubber.
b. If rubber pushes out slightly, work it back into place before
tightening lid.
c. If rubber breaks or stretches so that air enters the jar, replace
with a new one and process 15 minutes longer for vegetables and
meats. Avoid this by using new rubbers of good quality.
3. Screw lid cuts into the rubber.
a. Edge of lid may be sharp. Dull it by rubbing with a strong metal
edge such as the back of a knife "bladef
b. Patent, tighteners often cause the lid to cut. into.the rubber.
Seal with the hand. • - '
Steps_in the Kettle-Frocesg&d Method
I« Wash, test and boil jars, lids and rubbers. Place rubbers on jars before put-
ting them in 1?he water,
II, Select only ffiesh, f irm products. When in season the flavor is best and price
lowe st.
III, Grade for size, color and ripeness,
iy, Wash product and where practical prepare as for table use.
?. Scald peaches and tomatoes enough to loosen the skin. Cold dip and remove skin,
VI. Cook fruit in boiling water or thin syrup until tender,
VII. Remove a jar from boiling water and place it in a pan of hot water or on a wet
cloth wrung out of hot, water while filling. See that the rubber is in placa,
To help prevent spoilage observe these precautions, ...-•-.. , , , _
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A. Be careful not to touch jar rubbers or the inside of the lid because fin-
gers are carriers of germs.
B. It is best to dip jar fillers and any utensil which touches the product
/ into boiling water immediately before using.
/ VIII. Fill jar to over-flowing with the boiling hot product.
IX. S«*al immediately.
X. Cool rapidly and'observe the•• seal. If the jars are'carefully tested before
hand, as described on pages 6 and 7, there should be no leaks.- If, however,
the seal is not perfe6t, open, heat contents to boiling and. re-can.
XI. Label, wrap and store in a cool, dry place.
.. Stflps in the Jar-PVocessed Methods
Arrange fpr plenty of het water. Assemble the necessary equipment.
*I. Wash, test and boil jars, lids and rubbers,,. , ,
*II. Select-only fresh, firm products'. - . . , , "
*III. Grade for size, color and ripeness.
*IV. Wash product and where.practical prepare as for table use.
V. Scald or precook,
VI.' Remove skins and otherwise prepare. Only a few'products are cold dipped (in
order to remove the skins quickly). Because cold dipping lowers the tempera-
ture and the material should be filled into the jars as hot as possible.
*VII. Hot-pack or cold-pack (depending on nature of product).
VIII. Seal if the product is boiling hot. If the product is below boiling make
a partial seal, . . • - . ..
*IX. Process the required length of time.
X. Heicove one jar at a time, examine rubber and seal tightly if the jar is not
already tight,. .. .
XI. Cool rapidly and observe the seal. Care in testing the jars before filling'
is usually sufficient but it is best to observe the seal for a short time be-
fore storing.
XII. Label, wrap and store in a cool, dry plage.
*The most important steps in canning.
Explanation, of Steps in the,_Jar-Processed Methpds.
I. Test, wash and boil jars, lids and rubbers.
A. Testing jars, lids and rubbers. •
1. Screw lid jars.
', ., a. Run.--'the fingers around the ed'ge of the lid and the edge and
shoulder of the jar to detect nicks, cracks and other flaws.
b. If the inner lining of the lid is cracked, discard the lid.
c. Metal lids which have been pried loose usually cause trouble.
An uneven edge can sometimes be remedied by placing the
lid qn a flat surface and rxibbing the edge with a strong blade
or knife handle until it lies flat on the table and touches at
all points. (
Jars may be opened by inverting the lids in hot ?/ater or by i
pulling out the rubber.
\ Sever open with a knife if you expect to use the lid
\m
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d. If the edge of the lid is sharp it should be rubbed until dull rith
a metal surface so it will not cut into the rubber.
e. Make a. final test in this ray. Put hot water in the jar, place rubber
and lid in position, make a tight seal and invert jar. Allow ja,rs to
stand inverted five to ten minutes to detect slow leaks,
If leak is above rubber, lid is usually defective. If leak is be-
low rubber, jar is usually defective.
2. Glass Lid Jars
a. Sun the fingers around the edge of the lid and the edge and shoulder
of the jar to detect nicks, cracks or other flaws in the glass.
b, • Place rubber and lid on jar. Put wire bail in place over the top
of the lid.
If the bail does not go on with a .snap when the side clamp or
tightening lever is up, remove it from the jar and with the thumbs
bend it down in the center, as shown in Jigure 1. The ends of the
bail usually need to be pressed inward before it can be replaced on
the jar. This is done by holding the center of the bail firmly where
it has been bent, .in .the left land, allowing the ends to stand up.
With the palm of the right hand bend in one end then turn the bail
and bend in the other end enough so the bail can be replaced on the jar.
center of
bail
bS21w
Fig. 1 Bend down in center
Before and After
Bending in the ends.
Return bail to the jar, put it in place over the top of the lid and
see if it goes into the groove with a snap. If so, put hot water in
the jar, make a tight seal by pressing the tightening lever down and
test again by inverting the jar. If there i.s no defect in the jar or
lid and the jar leaks, tighten the bail again.
If the bail is too tight, it should be loosened by bending in the
opposite direction to that given for tightening,
A little-experience will make this adjustment process a simple
matter. This testing of the bail should be done every time the jar
is used for canning.;.
Metal lid jar with composition rubber.
a. Examine both jar and lid,
b. See that rubber is not cracked or pulled away from the metal lid.
c. Rubber should be gummy, not granular or-hard. -
d. This type of jar cannot be tested with water because the rubber com-
position does not form a tight seal until it cools after the process-
ing period is over.
Test rubbers.
a. Rubber should stand pulling, pinching, twisting and return to its
original size and shape.
b. Rubber should be strong enough to hold a weight of seventeen pounds.
c. Pour inches of a rubber ring should stretbh. to ten .inches without
breaking.
d. Rubber should fit closely, retiring a little stretching to get it
around the neck of the jar.
e. Rubber should stand several hours of boiling in a water bath canner.
f. Color should raake no difference in quality.
5. Testing is one of the most important steps because if the seal is im-
perfect for any reason, products will not keep.
B. Wash and rinse jars, l ids, 'and rubbers thoroughly. '
C. Boil jars, lids, and rubbers.
1. After testing and washing, jars, lids, and rubbers should be put on
in cold or warm water and brought to boiling.
2. place rubber on jar before it is put into the^'proceasing water. This
saves handling after it has been boiled,
3. The object in boiling jars is to heat them so it is safe to plunge
them into boiling water after filling. Boiling further cleanses the
jars,
U. Jars may be boiled in the processing water. This saves space on the
stove. Jars may be heated in a steam bath or in an oven. When heat-
ing in an oven be careful not to heat them too much.
II. Select only fresh, firm products.
A. Vegetables should be gathered during cool morning hours and canned immed-
iately for best results.
1, "Two hours from garden to can" is an excellent slogan for home canriers
especially when canning non-acid vegetables.
2. If 'preducts must be kept a short time, "f^nc^c any showing bruises,
decay or other imperfections, and keep the remainder in a cool place
in small lots, well ventilated.
3- Be sure that all equipment used in handling products for canning is ;
clean. Any unnecessary infection increases the difficulty of process*"
ing and the chance of spoilage. '
B. Flat sour.
1. Definition - flat sour is a condition of canned vegetables in which
the taste and odor is affected altho the appearance is not changed.
2. Flat sour develops at two ranges in temperature, the lower form 70 to
90 degrees F., the higher from l^O to 1*>9 degrees F. Flat sour may
develop, in vegetables if there is delay at any stage of the canning
process, for example, if the products stand too long before canning,
. stand for too long a time packed in the
jars before processing or if the jars are placed close together so
, that they cool down slowly after removal from the canner.
3*.To avoid flat sour have table tops, stoves and all utensils clean
when canning, use perfectly fresh products, prepare them properly,
pack one jar at a time and place in canner as soon as it is packed,
cool rapidly after canning.
U. Corn, peas, beans,and asparagus spoil more readily than other vege-
tables, so one should bs especially -careful when canning them.
III. G-rade for size, coior and ripeness,
• A. Products at the best stage for eating are also bept for canning,
G-rade carefully, selecting the best for canning,
B. Small vegetables .and fruits cook more quickly than large ones.
0. The time for processing vaties somewhat with the age of the vegetable
so grading is important if a good, uniform product is desired.
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IV. fash product and where practical prepare as for table use.
A. Soil contains bacteria which are especially hard to destroy, therefore,
wash products thoroughly until every trace of soil is gone.
1. A vegetable brush helps in washing some vegetables.
2. Wash vegetables, like beans, thoroughly before cutting because it is
difficult to remove dust which lodges inside of the pod.
3. To wash berries place them in a, strainer and pour r?ater over them until
the water which drains off is clear. A strainer or wire basket should not
be loaded too heavily,
G» Remove products from water as soon as they are clean,
D. Always lift the products out of water rather than pour water off of them.
V. Scald or precook.
A, Scalding means placing the product in boiling water for a short time,
1. The object of scalding is to loosen the skin so it may be removed
easily. " '
2. The time for scalding depends largely upon the maturity of the pro-
duct. For example, ripe tomatoes are scalded in a shorter time than
slightly under-ripe ones,
3. For convenience in handling, the product is placed in a wire basket
or square of cheese cloth.
B. Precooking means partially cooking the product, llonacid vegetables should
aLws^s bo prccoGited, Thp raothod and time of precooking varies with the
product. Some products are boiled for a short time, some are steamed and
others, such as meats, may be seared in hot fat or in the oven before
packing,
1. Reasons for pi-ecooking -
a. Removes air.
b. Shrinl.cs and wilts the product.
• . c. Makes it posnible to pack the product at boiling temperature.
This makes it easier to process the product,
2. precooking in steam is recommended for greens.
a. May be done in a tightly covered kettle vdth just enough water to
prevent burning. Use this liquid when filling the jars because
it has food value.
b. A steair. pressure canner may be used. In this case the petcock
should be left open and the lid need not be clamped into position.
VI. Remove skins and otherwise prepare.
A. A fe?/ products are cold dipped by plunging them quickly in cold water.
1. They are not allowed to remain in cold water more than 5 ^o 10 seconds.
2. Products are cold dipped so they may be handled quickly to.remove
skins, . .
B. Remove skins from such products as peaches, toicatoes and beets.
1. After removing skins, dip the product in rinse water to wash off any
particles that may cling to it and later float into the liquid,
,V 2. Either pack the product into the jars and fill with boiling liquid
- . or heat the product in the liquid before filling the jars*
VII. Hot-pack or Cold-pack (depending on nature of product).
A. When ready to fill jars remove them from the boiling water.
1. See that the rubber is.in place.
2. When rubber curls, press it down. If necessary, remove from jar,
stretch and reverse it,
B. Hot-pack. When the boiling hot product and liquid, is poured into the hot
jars.
6S21w
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1. Care should he token that the jar is not placed on a cold surface.
C. Cold pack. Tfhen cold products are* packed into hot jars.
1. Keep jar hot .while packing "by placing it in a pan of Dolling water.
2. Fill jars of fruit with "boiling syrup,
3» Fill jars of vegetables with the liquid in which they are pre-cooked
or with boiling water and add. one teaspoon of Salt,
D. If particles of the product remain on the rubber they should be wiped off.
VIII. Seal as follows:
A. In the water "bath. . ... • . • ..
1, If the jars ax-e filled with "boiling hot. material they may-"be sealed
completely "before processing. .
2. If the material is not boiling hot when packed, the jar's should-be
only partially sealed when put into the water "bath.
B. In the pressure cooker. .• . ; . . - : . •
1. Jars should bo partially sealed before processing in a pressure cooker.
2, The Hot pack is recommended.
C. In an oven.
1. Jars should be partially sealed "before processing in an oven.
D. The following table tells how to make a partial seal and a tight seal with
the different types of jars:
Jar Partial Seal Tight Seal
Screw lid
Glass lid
Metal lid with,
composition
rubber.
Tighten lid then turn it back 1/S in.
Snap the top "bail into place and
leave the side clamp up.
Place lid, press it down, around
the edge and put on the wire
clomp or screw ring.
Turn lid until tight
Turn the ''side clamp down.
Leave clamp or screw ring
on until the jar is thor-
oughly cold, tfith this
type of jar a tight s&lQ.
is formed as the jar cools.
IX, Process the required length of time.
A. In a water-bath canner,
1. Place enough water in the container to cover the tops of,the jars.
2. After testing and washing, place jars in the processing water so
they will be boiling hot when you are ready to fill them.
3. Have the water in the canner boiling before putting in the filled
jars. To prevent breakage the jars should be boiling hot and be
filled with hot material.
H. 3e sure the jars are far enough apart and that the rack on which
they are supported is so arranged that the water can circulate
freely under and around them.
5. When all the jars are in the canner, see that the level of the water
comes over the lids about one or two inches.
If necessary add more boiling water so that it covers the jars
thruout the 'processing period.
6. Count time as soon as the water begins to boil vigorously,
7. If the altitxijde is over 1000 feet, increase the time lO^.for each
additional 500 feet.
8. Keep the water boiling during the full processing period.
9« As soon as the processing time is up remove the jars from the water.
If the jars ware not sealed completely before processing, seal wire
clamp jars before removal from the canner and all other jars immediately
afterwards.
6S21w
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10. Place jars far enough apart so they will cool quickly to room
temperature. Plunge tin cans at once in cold water.
3. In a steam-pressure canner.
1. Pour boiling water into the canner until the level is just below the
rack that holds the jars. Observe the water in the canner each time
after removing jars and add more if necessary to prevent its boiling
dry.
2, Partially seal ja.rs before processing'them in a pressure canner,
Seal tin cans which have been packed hot before placing them in the
canner. When not packed boiling hot, tin cans should bo heated before
sealing to remove the air,
3« Place each jar in the canner as soon as packed.
H. When the cenner lias been filled, adjust the cover and fasten securely.
In case the cover is fastened by several clamps, fasten moderately
tight those opposite each other, one pair at a time; then.go back over
the whole set and tighten each pair.
5. See that no steam escapes anywhere except at the pet cock.
6. Allow the pet cock to remain open until steam escapes from it in a
steady stream for seven minutes,'indicating that no air remains inside.
7. Close the pet cock so that only the slightest trace of steam crn. es-
cape. Most people prefer to close the pet cock of a small canner
entirely because if much a-team is lost it boils dry.
8. Allow the pressure, to rise until the'gauge registers the desired
pressure.
9. Begin to count time when the desired pressure is reached.
10, Keep a uniform pressure during the. processing period by carefully
regulating the heat.
Changes in pressure, as from ten pounds to.fifteen pounds and down
agai-n, may .cause a loss of liquid from the jars. A sudden drop in
pressure through cooling or release of steam may clso cause a loss of
liquid from jars,
Do not allow the pressure to go so high that the safety valve releases
the steam suddently. Do not open the pet cock when there- is pressure
in the canner because this also releases the steam suddenly.
11. If the altitude is over 2000 feet, increase the pressure 1 pound for
' each additional 2000 feet.
12. At the end of the processing period, remove the canner from the fire.
13, When canning in glass jars, or Ho. 3 o1" ^ o» 10 tin cans, allow the
canner to cool until the steam gauge registers zero before opening the
pet cock, and even then open it cautiously.
This is to prevent too sudden a drop in pressure, which would cause
the liquid to blow out of glass jars, even though they are sealed.
What might happen in the case of tin'cans?
lU. Place jars far enough apart so they will cool quickly to room tern*-
perature,
15. When canning in tin cans smaller than Ho, 3t open the pet cock wide,
and allow the steam to escape. Remove tin cans &&*- plunge them into
cold water,
C. In an oven, ;
1. The temperature of the oven should be 275°31, Use an oven thermometer.
2. Partially seal jars before processing them in an oven,
3. Place the jars far enough apart so the heat will circulate freely.
U. Count time as soon as the jars are placed in the oven and process
5C$ longer than that used for the boiling water bath.
D. In a steamer,
1. The_water should be kept rapidly boiling so that sufficient live steam
6S21w is circulated.
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2, Place the jars far enough apart so the steam will circulate freely
around them,
3» Increase the processing time one-third of the amount given for the
water bath because the steam chamber is not at boiling temperature
after the doors are opened to place products in the steamer.
Time must also be added if the door is opened during the processing
period because steam rushes out and the temperature lowers whenever
the door is opened, .
We do not advise the'uso of the steam cooker, but it may be used for
fruits and tomatoes if one removes them when the products seem to be
thoroly cooked.
X. Remove one jar at a time,
A. Examine the rubber and seal tightly, if the seal is not already tight.
1. If .the rubber, lias pushed out it can often be pressed bad; into place
without admitting air.
2. If it is necessary to open a jar and replace the rubber, seal and pro-
cess vegetables and meats again for 15 minutes.
B. See direetioias for sealing jars on page 10.
XI. Cool rapidly and observe the seal.
A. Glass jars.
1. Avoid cold drafts.
2. Place jars far enough apart so they will cool quickly. Do not cover
with a cloth as this means slow cooling.
3. Do not disturb seal after the product is cold. While cooling, the
screw lid jar may be tightened more if necessary.
B. Tin Cans.
1. Plunge tin cans into cold running water, or if this is not available,
change the water as soon as it becomes warm.
2. latch, carsfully for air bubbles that indicate imperfect sealing.
C. Care in testing the jars before filling is usually sufficient but it is
best to observe the seal for a short time before storing.
XII. Label, wrap and store in a cool, dry place.
A. Label jars with the date of canning.
E. Wrap glass jars in paper or place in jar boxes.
1. Wrapping helps to preserve color.
C. Store in a cool, dry place.
Directions for panning Fruits. Tomatoes andPeppers by the Jar-Processed Methods,
The time for processing products in the following recipes with the ex-
ception of tomatoes is taken from Farmers Bulletin lUyi, which is the latest Govern-
ment authority. This bulletin gives a time that is sure to kee'p the products but it
is oftea too long for the best appearance and flavor. For.example 'peas that are
cooked tender in 15 to 30 minutes must be processed for ISO minutes in the waterbath
or 55 niinutes in the pressure caimer at 10 pounds pressure* This long processing over-
cooks the poas and moires them less attractive, but it is necessary in order to Iceep
them. Mnny of the H-H Club canned products have been too soft to score high in ex-
hibits. Some products which have scored high at the State Fair did not look well after
shipping them to Chicago. Thus club members must be especially careful with products
which they plan to exhibit. The following suggestions for exhibit of jars may be
helpful.
1. Select product's of the best quality, Firm products are essential for
high scoring jars.
2. Handle carefully when packing. A dull packing stick which does not
cut the product is better than a knife or spoon, (For example a bam-
boo stick). .. •
3. Syrup often contains specks which should be strained out.
6S21w
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H. When products are preheated in liquid which is used later for filling
the jars, the liquid may need to be strained through a cloth to make
it cler.r. Clear liquid is essential for.high scoring jars.
5. Mold disqualifies canned products which are exhibited. Use the jar-
processed methods to insure against mold,
6. As a rule we heat jars to boiling temperature before filling them. In
case of fruits, canned by the jar-processed, hot-pad; iTiethod, and pro-
cessed only 5 minutes, it is best to boil the jars about 10 minutes
before filling them.
The Government advocates a time which will be satisfactory in all
parts of the United States and advises the different states to vary it
according to their conditions* Twenty-five minutes has been satis-
factory for toaatoes so we are using it instead of the longer time
given in .Farmers' Bulletin lUyi, If you have had success using a
shorter time than that given for acid fraits and tomatoes, it will
probably be safe to continue using it for those products. However,
the following is an important precaution, never shorten the time for
processing non-acid vegetables and meats, lion-acid vegetables are
practically all vegetables with the exception of tomatoes. The reason
for this precaution is that products which are not acid are hard to
keep and botulinus toxins develop more readily in them than in acid
products.
If the altitude is over 1000 feet, increase the time for processing
in the water bath 10$ for each additional 500 feet.
Kind, of Syrup
Thin
Medium . ..
Thick
Very thick
Syrups for Canning ffruits
Sugar Wetter Users
1 part 3 parts Sweet berries and non-acid fruits
1 part 2 parts . Berries and slightly acid fruits
1 part . 1 part Acid fruits
l-37 parts 1 part Very acid fruits
Heat the sugar and water to boiling, stirring to dissolve the sugar.
Fruit juice may be substituted for water in making the syrup,
The amount of syrup required to fill jars varies with the size of fruit
and tightness of pack, about ij.cup for pint jar and one cup for quart jar.
For a close pack use a heavy syrup because there is more fruit to sweeten.
Too much, sugar .destroys the. delicate fruit flavor, is wasteful and not'healthful,
Apples
Apples may be pared, cored and cut into the sizes desired. If the pieces
must stand, place them in a mild salt solution (one-iVarth cup salt to one gallon of
water) to prevent them from turning dark.
Cold-Faclc-They may be packed directly into jars and covered with boiling
hot thin syrup. Process quart and pint jars for 15 minutes in boiling water. Apples
packed raw shrink so that the containers are not full. This can be prevented by
using the hot-pack,
Ko t-Faak-Soil for 5 minutes in the syrup, fill jars with the boiling pro-
duct and process for 5 minutes in boiling water. Apples may also be baked as for
serving. Pack into the jars hot, cover with hot syrup and process 5 minutes in
boiling water.
Apricota
Same as peaches, except that it is not necessary to remove the skin of the
apricots. A clearer liquid results if the skin is not removed.
Serriets
Gather the berries in shallow vessels to prevent crushing and can them as
soon as possible after gathering. Sort the fruit and use the smaller, less perfect
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berries for the preparation of juice; which may "be used in making syrup. - Wash care-
fully and remove caps and stems. A.strainer is useful for some berries. If washed
after stemming flavor is lost. It is a good plan to have a pan of water at hand
while sterming so that any "berries which have species clinging to them rna,y be dipped
into the water,
Colji!'Pack--Pack the fruit..in containers, pressing it gently into place.
Cover with a medium syrup, "boiling hot. Process for £0 minutes in boiling water.
Hot-Pack—Some berries shrink so much that the jars are not full and the
berries float.fTds is prevented by precooking them before filling the jars. To
each pound of berries add. one-fourth to one-half pound of sugar, according to the (
sweetness of the fruit. Place in a kettle and heat to boiling, stirring gently,
and boil for 5 minutes. Pack boiling hot and process immediately for 5 minutes in
boiling water.
1 Strawberries .
To each quart of strawberries add 1 cup of sugar and 2 tablespoons of water,
Boil slowly for 15 minutes and let stand over night in a granite kettle. In the
morning reheat the mixture to boiling, fill into hot jars and process all sizes for
five minutes in boiling water,
Cherrie^s
Cherries may be canned pitted or unpitted, depending upon personal taste
and the way in which they are to be served.
Cold.Pack—'Pack in hot jars, fill with boiling syrup, using thick syrup
for sour cherries and medium for sweet. Syrup may be made from juice which collects
when pitting the cherries. Process for 25 minutes in boiling water.
Hot PackTf'Frecook "by boiling for 5 minutes v/ith sugar to taste. Pill into
jars boiling hot and process immediately for 5 minutes in boiling water,
Currants •* (Same as Berries)
Peaches
ColdrPaclo--Immerse the peaches in boiling water for about one minute or
until the skins will slip easily. Plunge at once into cold water for a few seconds.
Remove the skins, cut the peaches into halves and discard the pits. Pack at once,
placing the halves in overlapping layers with the pit side downward. Fill containers
with boiling hot, thin syrup. Process for 25 to 30 minutes in boiling water if the
fruit is firm, or for 20 minutes if it is riper,
Pe_ars
Pears may be canned the same as peaches.
Hot Pack-'-Precooking makes hard varieties of pears pack better. Peel, cut
in halves, core and cook in boiling medium syrup for 4 to 8 minutes, according to
the-size of the fruit. Pack the hot pears into hot jars, and fill with boiling
syrup. Process for 20 minutes in boiling water.
Pineapples,
Cold Pack—rPeel, core and remove all eyes carefully. Cut into convenient
cross sections, pack into jars and fill with thin boiling syrup. Process for 30
minutes in boiling water,
Plums
Cold..Pack—Plums are usually canned whole. Pricking sometimes help to
prevent the skin from bursting. Jill into jars and cover with boiling medium syrup.
Process for 20 minutes in boiling water.
got. Pack—Plums may be brought to boiling, sweetened and filled into jars,
Process 5 minutes.
Rhubarb
Cold Pack~-Do not peel the rhubarb, lash and cut it in pieces one inch
long. If plunged into boiling water for about a minute shrinkage will not be as
6S21w
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.Pack into jars and fill with "boiling hot syrup. Process for 20 minutes
in -toiling rater.
Sot Pack—Baked. Prepare rhubarb by adding one-fourth as much sugar as
rhubarb by measure and bake until tender in a covered dish. Pack boiling hot and
process 5 minutes in boiling mt-er*
T-oraatpes
Cold Pack—Select tomatoes that are ripe but not over—ripe, free from
blemishes and of medium size. Imperfect tomatoes may be used for catsup or puree
or tomato juice if the spots and over-ripe parts are removed* Scald a few toiuatoes
at a time in a wire basteet or g, thin cloth, enough to loosen the skins. It usually
requires from one-half minute to t\vo minutes, Xhe riper tomatoes need less scald-
ing. Plunge into cold water for an instant, Remove the core and skins, starting
at the stem end. Do not cut the seed walls if you intend to can the tomatoes whole.
Pack into jars as closely as possible. Add one teaspoon of salt per quart. Fill
with strained,tomato juice or boiling water. If the tomatoes are to be sold under
federal Regulations only tomato juice may be added. Process for 25 minutes in
"boiling watery
Tomato Juice '
Wash tomatoes and drain, cut into sections. Add a small quantity of water
to.start cooking and sinsner until softened. Stir enough to prevent burning. Put
through a sieve fine enough to remove seeds. Bring to boiling, fill immediately
into containers. Add It. salt to each quart of juice. Process five minutes in
boiling water,
Peppers
Select sound peppers free from bruises* Wash, remove stem and seed core
and precook in bo14ing water about 2 minutes, flatten peppers and pack in hot
jars. Add 1/2 t, salt to each pint and fill with boiling water. Process pint
jars UQ minutes in boiling water.
The pimento is covered with a thick, tough skin which must be removed
before canning. Wash, place in a pan with no water, put_in a hot oven for 6 or
8 minutes. Dip in cold water and remove the stein. Carefully remove the stem and
geed core so that the flesh of the pimento is not broken. Flatten pimento and
pack, JIo liquid,is added since the processing brings out a thick liquor which
almost covers them. Add 1/2 t. salt to each pint. Process pint jars Uo minutes
in boiling water.
Directions for Panning. Non-Acid Vegetablest bj. the Jsr—processed Methods
fhe tirne table for processing the following vegetables in a pressure cooker
is taken from Farmer's Bulletin lUjl, with the exception of carrots, which, is not
given. Since the- U. S. Bureau of Home Economics recommends that non-acid vege-
'"•* tables be canned in a-steam pressure canner, this Bulletin does not give the water
» bath time for them. The water bath time given is that which has been used in
Nebraska and found to be satisfactory. See tho precaution about processing non-
acid vegetables on page 13* If "the altitude, is over 1000 feet increase the mater
bath time 3.0$ for each additional 500 feet. If the altitude is over 2000 feet,
increase the pressure 1 pound for each additional 2000 feet,
Asparagus
Asparagus for canning must be fresh and tender. Pick over carefully, dis-
card any imperfect pieces and sort according to size. Wash thoroly and discard
tough stalks. It is often necessary to remove the scales from the stalks in order
to wash off all particles of soil. Tie in uniform bundles, place in a sauce pan
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with boiling water over the lower portion only, cover tightly, and boil for 2 to 3
minutes; or cut in half-*inch, lengths, add boiling water to cover and boil for two
minutes in an uncovered vessel. Pack boiling hot into containers, cover with the
water in which boiled and add one teaspoon of salt to each quart. Process for ISO
minutes'in the boiling water bath or 35 minutes in the pressxire canner at 10 pounds.
String Beans
Pick over and grade carefully, discarding the more mature ones. String
without breaking the pod and wash thoroly. Pods should be washed until the
rinsing-water is free from particles-of soil before beans are cut. This is es-
pecially important with beans because particles of soil left on the pod may lodge
inside of the bean when it is cut. Gut into pieces of desired size. Add enough
boiling -Rater to cover and boil for Ej minutes in an uncovered kettle. Pack into
containers boiling hot, cover nifrh the boiling liquid and add one teaspoon of salt
to each quart. Process ISO minutes in the boiling water bath or Uo minutes in
the pressure canner at 10 pounds pressure.
Line,.Beans
Only the young, tender lima beans should be canned. The older ones may be
dried successfully. Shell, discarding .any imperfect beans and wash until the rins-
ing water is free from particles of soil, Heat to boiling point in water to cover.
Pack boiling hot into the containers, cover with boiling liquid and add one tea-
spoon of salt to each quart. Process for ISO minutes in the boil,ing water bath or
60 minutes in the pressure,.canner at 10 pounds pressure,
' Baby Beets
Select young tender beets of the dark red variety for canning. Wash
thoroly, using a vegetable brush. Leave the roots and at_least one inch of the
stems on the beets while precooking to prevent bleeding, Precook in boiling water
or steam for about 15 minutes until the skins slip easily. Slip off the skins.
Pack into the jars, add one teaspoon of salt to each quart and fill with boiling
water. Process for 120 minutes in the boiling water bath or Uo minutes in the
pressure canner at 10 pounds pressure..
Oarrots
Select young tender carrots. Mature carrots may be stored. Wash thoroly,
using a vegetable brush. Eeinove the crown and tip of root. Use whole, sliced or
cubed. Cover with boiling water and boil. Pack into jars hot, add one teaspoon
of salt to each quart and fill with boijLing water. Process for 120 minutes in the
boiling water bath or Uo minutes in the pressure canner at 10 pounds pressure.
Sweet Corn
Select ears of uniform size.and proper ripeness. Corn is best for canning r
in the last days of the milk stage. If too young it is watery and if it reaches
the tough stage it is tough and difficult to process. Sweet corn deteriorates.ra-
pidly and should be canned immediately after picking. Shuck, silk and clean care-
fully. Precook 5 minutes and cut from cob, or cut from cob without precooking.
Precook if the whole grain style is preferred. The cob may be scraped for cream
style corn. Add half as much boiling water as corn by weight, heat to boiling.
Add one teaspoon of s&lt and two teaspoons of sugar to each quart and fill boiling
hot into containers. Process immediately for ISO minutes in the boiling water
bath or for SO minutes in the pressure canner at 15 pounds pressure.
6821w
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Greens
Pick over the greens, discarding any imperfect leaves and tough fibrous
stems, TFash carefully in running water or thru a number of waters, lifting the
greens out each time. TTash until the rinsing water is free from particles of soil.
Steam or heat the greens in a covered vessel until completely wilted, Ifhen heat-
ing add just enough water to prevent "burning. Pack boiling hot into jars, talcing
care that the material is not packed too solidly and that there is sufficient liquid
to cover. The liquid circulates "better if the greens are cut after packing. To cut,
run a knife through the greens several times after packing them in the jar. Add
"boiling water if there is not enough liquid to fill the jar. Add one teaspoon of
salt to each quart. Process immediately for ISO minutes in the "boiling water bath
or for 65 minutes in the pressure canner at 15 pounds pressure.
Peas ."•'.,
Use only young tender peas. Grade for size and ripeness. Wash the pods
to remove soil which clings to the hands.and then to the peas. Shell, discarding
any imperfect peas, and wash, lifting peas out of the rinse water. Bring to boil-
ing in water to cover, pack boiling hot into the jars, fill with the boiling
liquid and add one teaspoon of salt to each quart, process for ISO minutes in the
boiling water bath or for 55 minutes in the pressure canner at 10 pounds pressure,
Vegetable Mixtures
It may sometimes be advisable to can vegetable mixtures. About two-thirds
corn and one-third green lima beans makes a good combination for succotash. Pre-
pare each and mix. Season and precook following the general directions for corn.
Pumpkin and Squash
"STash the pumpkin, cut into sections, peel and exit into 1 to l|r inch cubes.
Add a small quantity of water and simmer until heated through. Stir occasionally
to prevent scorching. Pack hot into jars, add 1 teaspoon salt to each quart and
cover with the wat er in which it was cooked. Or cut pumpkin into sections and bake
or steam until heated through. Remove from shell and.fill into containers while
hot. Add salt and boiling water to cover. Process at 15 pounds pressure for 75
minutes, or for 2luK) minutes in the boiling water bath.
. Time Tabl^ es,
The. United.States Department of Agriculture recommends that non-acid vege-
tables and meats be canned in the pressure cooker.
Dr. Stanley, Chief of the Bureau of Homo Economics, says that where the
water bath method is used for vegetables and meats each state must be responsible
for 'its own time table 'because conditions vary so raich over the United States.
Dr. Stanley urges that products canned in a water bath be used the same
year 'and adequate precautions be taken in their use. See precautions.
farmer;!s Bulletin Ho. -1^ 71 "Canning Fruits and Vegetables at Home" gives
the'following suggestion with the water-bath time table for,canning fruit and
tomatoes.
"When half-gallon glass jars are used, add 5 minutes to time given for pint
and quart glass jars."
The Government bulletin gives no time table for canning non-acid vegetables
and meat in a water bath. The time table on page 22 of the IT. B. lV/1 gives the
time for processing pint and quart jars only so we conclude that it is not best to
uce half-gallon jars for non-acid vegetables. If they should be used we think i.t
advisable to hold to the old rule which was for 2 quart jars increase the process-
ing time
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Change in Timei of Processing for Higher Altitudes
Processing in Boiling Water
The times given for processing in boiling water apply only to places with
altitudes of 1000 feet or less. If the altitude is over 1000 feet, increase the
time lOfi for each additional 500 feet.
Processing in Pressure Canner ' •
The times given for processing in the pressure canner apply from sea level
to 2000 feet. If the, altitude is over 2000 feet, increase the pressure one pound
for each additional 2000 feet.
See discussion of Time Tables on page 1J«
; T^me Table, for Canning Fruits. Tomatoes.. Peppers .^
Product Method Processing:'in boiling water
Apples
Apricots
Berries
Cherries
Currants
Peaches
Pears
Pineapple
Plums
Rhubarb
Tomatoes
Tomato Juice
Peppers
See directions on pages
Cold-Pack
Hot-pack
Same as peaches
Cold-Pack
Hot-tPack
Cold-Pack
Hot-Pack
Same as berries
Cold-Pack
Hot-rPaclc
Cold-Pack
Cold-Pack
Hotr.pg.ck
Cold-Pack
Hot-Pack
Cold-Pack
Hot-Pack
Hot-Pack
Glass Jars
Pt. and Q,t.
15 min.
5
20
5
25
5
20 (ripe)
25 "- 30 (firm)
20"
30
20
5
20 ,
5
25
5UQ
Tin Cans
Ho. 2 and Ho. 3
10 min.
5
15
5
20
5
15
25-30
20
25
15
5
15
5
20
5
30
Time Table for Canning 'Hon-Acid Vegetables
Processing in
Product Boiling iTater
jGlass Jars
(Pt. and Qt.
Asparagus
Beans, string
Beans, lima
Beets .and Carrots
Corn
G-reens
Peas •• . .
Pumpkin & Squash
ISO min.
ISO min.
ISO min.
120 min.
ISO ain.
ISO min.
ISO min..
2Uo min. .
Pr
Pt, Glass Jars
Time
35 M,
35 M.
55 M.
35 M.
75 M.
60 M.
H5 M.
60 M.
Pressure
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
pcessing in Pressure Canner
Qt. Glass Jars
Time
Ho iv:.
HO M.
60 :,;.
Ho K.
SO M.
65 M.
55 M.
75 M.
Pressure
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
Ho. 2 or 3 tin cans
Time
30 M.
•30 M.
55 M.
30 M.
*70 M.
*55 M.
H5 M.
Ho. 2- 60
No. 3- 70
Pressure
10 Ibs.
•10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
15 Ibs.
*Should not be canned in Ho, 3 cans.
1 'First Year Canning Club Requirement
17e encourage club members to can with their Mothers or some other adult.
They may record in their record books all of the products which they help to can if
they help through the whole canning process,
To be entitled to a Certificate of Achievement the following is required:
Can at least 35 Jars including three varieties of fruits and three varieties of
vegetables. Score food habits at*the beginning and close of the project.
(Prepared by Jessie G, Greene. Approved by the Department of Horns Economics)
Nebraska
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
Hevised IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS Extension
1932 II. of N. igr. College & U. S. Dept, of Agr. Cooperating Circular
W. E. Brolcaw, Director, Lincoln 958
• . PRECAUTIONS IN THE USE OF CANNED POODS
To be sare that food is wholesome, inspect carefully before using,
REMEMBER, TEE PERSON OPENING THE CAN IS RESPONSIBLE TO THOSE EATING THE PRODUCT.
Before Opening;
Tin Cans; Both ends should be flat or curved slightly inward. Neither
end should bulge or snap back when pressed. All seams should be tight and clean,
with no traces of leaks.
Glass Jars: The cover, if metal, should be firm and flat or curved
slightly inward. There should be no sign of leakage around the rubber ring or else-
where .
If vegetables and meats are canned in a water bath, it is advisable to
use them within a year after canning.
When Opened
The contents should appear sound, normal in color, and the liquid free
from unusual cloudiness. As the can is being opened, notice whether there is an
outrush of air or spurting of the liquid. These indicate spoilage. If the air
sucks inward, this is a good sign and shows that the vacuum seal has not been bro-
ken,
Smell the contents at once_. The odor should be characteristic of the pro-
duct. Any "off" odor probably indicates spoilage. Be sure that the person opening
the canned goods is able to smell.
Look at the contents carefully to see whether they appear sound and natur-
al in color and texture.
If the can is tin, notice the appearance of the inside. It should be
clean and bright, not extensively blackened or corroded. The black deposit often
found on the inside of tin cans is explained in Farmers Bulletin 1471 on page 15.
BE ABSOLUTELY SAFE, DO NOT TASTE CANNED NON-ACID VEGETABLES AND MEATS BEFORE BOILING.
BOIL NON-ACID VEGETABLES AND MEATS FIVE MINUTES SHORTLY BEFORE USING THEM EVEN THO
THERE IS NO SIGN OF SPOILAGE.
Boiling destroys the toxin or poison produced by certain bacteria, but
does not destroy the bacteria. In case the liquid in the can is not sufficient te
cover the product, add boiling water and boil for five minutes. Smell the hot food
carefully because heating sometimes brings out odors not noticed in cold food.
DESTROY BY BURNING ALL FOOD SHOWING ANY SIGN OF SPOILAGE EITHER BY APPEARANCE OR
ODOR. TAKE NO CHANCES.
Boiling destroys toxin but does not destroy the bacteria. Don't bury
spoiled products even after boiling because the bacteria continue to thrive in the
soil. Don't feed spoiled products to animals even after boiling because if it is
not eaten immediately there is always danger that in masses of food more of the tox-
in may be formed. Also, tho the bacteria present may not harm the animal it would
probably pollute the soil thru the excretions of the animal.
IF THE FOREGOING INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOLLOWED, THERE NEED BE NO FEAR OF BOTULISM OR
OTHER POISONING FROM CANNED FOODS.
\m
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PRECAUTIONS IS CANNING
Selecting
Use only fresh, sound vegetables for canning, No productswhich are with-
ered should be canned. Can all young fresh vegetables and soft fruits the same
day they are gathered and as soon after gathering as.possible. "Two hours from
garden to can" is a good slogan. Only those vegetables and fruits which are in
choice condition for the table - that is, young, tender, and fresh, are suitable
for canning. Grade for size, .color and ripeness. Products of uniform size and ripe-
ness give best results, x
Washing
Soil contains bacteria which may not be killed during canning and which
may cause the food to spoil, Therefore, get rid of the soil. A vegetable brush
helps in washing some vegetables. Wash vegetables as beans and asparagus, thoroly
before cutting, and peas before podding. Wash berries before hulling. Place them
in a strainer and pour water over them until the water drains off clear, The strain^
er should not be loaded heavily. Remove products from water as soon as clean. Al-
ways lift products out of water rather than pour water off of them,
Scalding and Pre-cooking
Scald peaches and tomatoes in order to remove peel more easily. A short
pre-cooking of the fruits and vegetables shrinks them and makes it possible to fill
the jars hot. The material should be filled into the jars as hot as possible so as
to decrease the time required for the material in the center of the can to reach
the temperatxire qf the canner.
Packing
Pack loosely into jars which have been tested, washed and boiled. If pro-
duets are packed too tightly the heat may not penetrate to the center of the jar.
For testing jars see Extension Circulars 9-21-2 and 9-26-2.
Sealing;
If the jars are filled with boiling"hot material they should be sealed
completely, before processing. If the material is not boiling hot when packed, the
jgrs should be only partially sealed when put into the water bath.
Seal the jars completely.before processing them in a steam pressure cara-
ner. See directions for sealing in Extension Circulars 9-21-2 and 9-26-2,
Jars which are partially sealed-during .the processing period should be
sealed tightly when the processing^ period is over.
P_rocess ing
Processing is a very important step because products which are not ihoro-
ly processed will spoil. When canning vegetables, cb not decrease the time stated
on the score card. See directions for processing in Extension Circulars 9-21-2 and
9-26-2.
Water Bath; Have water actually boiling before beginning to count time.
If the altitude is over 1,000 feet, increase the time 10$ for each additional 500
feet.
Pressure Cooker: Allow steam to flow from the petcock in a steady stream
for at least seven minutes before closing it to exclude the air, otherwise the
pressure is no indication of temperature. Begin to count time when the pressure
reaches the desired point, not before. Maintain a uniform pressure during the
processing period. When canning in glass or No. 3 and No. 10 tin cans, allow the
canner to cool until the steam gauge registers zero before opening the petcock. If
the altitude is over 2000 feet, increase the pressure 1 pound for" each additional
2000 feet^. .
FOLLOW BISECTIONS CABEPULLY.- DO 1-TOT USE SHORT CUTS IN GAMING. THEY MAY BE BOTH
DANGEROUS AND EXPENSIVE.
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